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Getting to us by Public Transport 

From Dubrovnik Airport 

There are no direct buses from the airport to Montenegro. You will first have to get the airport 

shuttle from the airport to Dubrovnik City bus station and then get a bus to the city of Herceg 

Novi in Montenegro. Technically, the bus driver is not allowed to stop at any point in between 

but given our close proximity to the Montenegro border we would advise that you simply get off 

at the border.  It’s not an official bus stop but if you point up the hill & explain you’re going to 

Prijevor, he should understand.  Then simply send us a text message and by prior arrangement, 

for a nominal fee of €2 we will come down to meet you.    

There is a petrol station a couple of minutes walk from the border, which is a good place to head 

to if you need toilet facilities, refreshments or use of a phone.  We are well known there. 

Please note there are two border checkpoints. One on the Croatian side and one on the 

Montenegro side with a distance of about 2km in between. Do not get off at the first (Croatian) 

border checkpoint!  

From within Montenegro or other Balkan countries 

The nearest major bus terminal to Camp Full Monte is in the nearby city of Herceg Novi. This is 

well served with buses from other towns and cities both in Montenegro and other Balkan 

Countries. Enquire at your nearest bus station or stop.    There is a train from Belgrade in Serbia 

to Podgorica & Bar in Montenegro but no other train services run in the region. 

There is a bus to and from our local village of Prijevor (5 mins walk from Camp Full Monte) it runs 

Mon-Saturday and leaves Herceg Novi bus station at 6.00am and 13.30 and leaves Prijevor for 

Herceg Novi at 6:30am and 14:00.  The bus stop in Prijevor is marked by a green bench from here 

follow the track signposted to the village of Malta. Camp Full Monte is less than 200m along this 

track. 

There is also a more regular bus service between Herceg Novi and the border crossing at Debeli 

Brijeg (ask for the Sutorina bus). Times vary so enquire at the bus station. Once at the border and 

by prior arrangement, we can come down to pick you up for a nominal fee.  
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A taxi from Herceg Novi to Camp Full Monte should cost between €10-15.  Try to get a ‘badged’ 

cab rather than an unofficial taxi.  If you arrive at the bus station looking for a cab, it’s best to 

turn right and walk to the parking area opposite and a little further up the hill where the proper 

taxis wait.  


